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Island conservation delivery plan 2011-2016 
 

Boggart Hole Clough (BHC), which contains Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW), became a Municipal Park in 1894 and a Local Nature Reserve (LNR) in 2008. 
 

Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust (BHCCAT), founded in 2000, works in partnership with, among others, Manchester City Council (MCC), the landowner of BHC. 

 

Page 1: Introduction. Pages 2 & 3: Ecological observations & conservation management. Page 4: Work schedule. 

 

          
13.11.2006: Island in middle background.                                                        26.4.2008: Coot on nest in front of Island edge wall.  
 

References are made below to several documents which can be seen on our website: 

Ref 1: Island biodiversity - preliminary report, BHCCAT, 23.12.2006, 

Ref 2: BHC Biodiversity Management Plan, Ecology Services UK Ltd, 29.6.2007, 

Ref 3: Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals, BHCCAT, 16.6.2008, 

Ref 4: Lake & Island Waterbirds Sanctuary proposal, BHCCAT, 30.9.2010, 

Ref 5: Proposal for Island conservation day 27.1.2011, BHCCAT, 19.1.2011, 

Ref 6: Canada Geese population 2004-2010 data analysis, BHCCAT, 28.1.2011, 

Ref 7: Canada Geese eggs management 2009-2011, BHCCAT, 21.5.2011, 

Ref 8: Waterbirds Survey 2004-2010, BHCCAT, survey ongoing.  
 

Since the Island was created in 1910 it has grown naturally into a woodland supporting a heronry. The Island is 

a central feature of BHC LNR deserving special attention to ensure its preservation. With the support of MCC, 

BHCCAT Conservationists are committed to carrying out this task over the next several years. 
 

The aim of this long-term annual conservation work programme is to radically improve the Island’s natural 

woodland habitat particularly for indigenous waterbirds thereby increasing the populations of present species & 

potentially increasing the already diverse variety of species (Ref 8). This work, together with other conservation 

measures e.g. proposed installation of reed beds in the Lake (Ref 3), will improve the Lake & Island’s biodiversity 

health / conservation value / wildlife interest. This in turn will attract more people to the Lakeside appreciative of the 

burgeoning wildlife to be enjoyed in the Lake environs. 
 

This 5-year delivery plan accords with the Biodiversity Management Plan (Ref 2) & develops proposals outlined in 

several of the other documents listed above (e.g. Refs 3 & 4). It will be elaborated & updated as the work progresses 

drawing on each year’s experience of carrying out the various tasks & through ongoing discussion with BHCCAT 

Members & MCC Officers e.g. Saul Mearns (MCC North Area Parks Warden). 
 

Thanks to BHCCAT Members especially our team of dedicated Conservationists – Alan & Christine Saunders, 

Lewis Froggatt, Mervyn Romain, Paul McCrystal, Peter Milner, Sarah Gorman, Sean Teasdale & Stephen Hamilton 

– all of whom presently work voluntarily in BHC. 
 

Acknowledgements: photographs on pages 1 & 3 taken by Paul, Peter & Stephen. 
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Ecological observations  

Notes A to I  and 

conservation management  

Tasks 1 to 6 
 

 
Satellite photo of the Lake & Island downloaded 8.9.2011 

courtesy of Bing, Getmapping & Microsoft. 

                                                                                   Sketchmap → 

 

Note A  Our ecological observations (Task 1) enable us to assess the Island’s biodiversity health and whether 

interventions are needed to improve it and, if they are, how these interventions (additional tasks) should be implemented.  
 

Task 1  To facilitate further detailed conservation management planning & accurate monitoring of progress. Build up our 

ecological knowledge of the Island using various recording techniques including photography.  
 

Task 1.1  Continue weekly count of populations of waterbird species in the Lake environs (Ref 8). This survey takes place 

on the outer Lakeside, not on the Island. 
 

Task 1.2  Continue floral surveying. Differentiate trees more than previously (Ref 1), using 5 age categories: Seedling, 

Sapling, Semi-mature (up to ⅓ expected ultimate height & girth), Mature (up to ⅔ expected ultimate height & girth), 

Fully-mature.  
 

Task 1.3  Continue surveying waterbirds’ nests. Note E result of 27.1.2011 survey (Ref 5). See also Sketchmap above. 
 

Task 1.4  Extend range of ongoing surveys to cover other Island phenomena e.g. decay into standing dead-wood habitats 

of ringbarked Sycamores (Task 3.1). 
 

Note B  Ground flora negligible due to Canada geese over-grazing (Note C), shade cast by Sycamores (Note D) & dry 

soil (Note I). 
 

Note C  Canada geese, an invasive non-native species, nest on the Island in large numbers pushing out indigenous 

waterbird species & over-grazing Island ground flora (Note B).  
 

Task 2  To help increase populations of indigenous waterbirds & regeneration of ground flora. Measures are being taken 

to bring to an end the overpopulation of Canada geese (Refs 6 & 7).   
  
Note D  Woodland dominated in descending order by: Sycamore, Privet / Box, Hawthorn, Silver Birch, Willow; also 

present: Alder, Ash, Beech, Birch, Elder, Holly, Oak, Rhododendron, Rowan (Ref 1). Heavy shade cast by Sycamores 

restricts regeneration of other tree species, e.g. Oak is particularly intolerant of shade, and growth of ground flora. 
 

Note E  Heronry (see Sketchmap above). 27.1.2011 survey (Ref 5) identified 15 heron nests: 8 in Box / Privet, 4 in 

Hawthorns, 1 in Oak, 1 in Silver Birch, 1 in Willow. Herons’ nests built on top of old nests so get heavier & prone to 

collapse. Of the 8 nests in Box / Privet: 1 had collapsed onto the ground, 4 were collapsing, 3 still intact. The 7 nests in 

other trees were intact. This suggests best nesting trees for herons are, in descending order: Hawthorn, Box / Privet, Oak, 

Silver Birch, Willow. Summer 2011: 2 nests appeared to contain fledglings. 
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12.12.2009: Heron on Island edge wall.                                                      17.2.2008: Swans at northwest Island edge where edge wall lower. 
 

Task 3  To increase Rowan (under-abundant in BHC), Alder & Willow (waterside trees), Hawthorn, Oak & Silver Birch 

(heronry trees) particularly Hawthorn bearing in mind its importance to heronry. Thin woodland selectively: reduce Ash 

(over-abundant in BHC) & Box / Privet (over-abundant on Island), eliminate Beech & Sycamore (invasives) & 

Rhododendron (non-native invasive). 
 

Task 3.1  Re fully-mature Ash & Sycamores. Ringbark so they become standing dead-wood habitats potentially 

supporting mosses, liverworts, lichen, beetles, bats & woodpeckers. Priority: ringbarking these trees around Hawthorns. 
 

Task 3.2  Re Rhododendron & semi-mature & mature Ash, Beech & Sycamore. Fell & grub out roots to prevent 

regrowth. Weed out seedlings & saplings. Priority: clearing these species from around Hawthorns. 
 

Task 3.3  Re Box / Privet. Prune to produce stronger tree-like growth thereby providing better heron nesting sites. 
 

Task 3.4  Re branches, trunks & roots created by Tasks 3.2 & 3.3 above. If freezing weather use some of this wood for a 

fire to keep warm; otherwise use the wood to create dead-wood habitat piles. 
 

Note F  Transitional edge / margin habitat or ecotone between Island & Lake supports various waterbirds’ nests 

(Sketchmap p.2). Further naturalization of this ecotone will make it more biodiverse potentially attracting e.g. amphibians 

& dragonflies as well as more waterbirds (Notes G & H / Tasks 4 & 5). Sloping vegetation beds built out from the Island 

into the Lake have been proposed (Ref 3) however they are not included in this present plan.   
 

Note G  Coots, Great Crested Grebes & Moorhens rely upon trees & branches at the Island’s edge which have fallen 

into the Lake, whilst remaining attached to the Island, on which to build their nests (see 26.4.08 photo p.1). 
 

Task 4  To increase nesting sites for Coots, Great Crested Grebes & Moorhens. Ensure at least half Island edge 

circumference is overlaid with trees & branches lying in the Lake whilst remaining attached to the Island. Lay tree/s into 

Lake: cut inland roots, retain waterside roots to keep tree/s anchored to Island.  
 

Note H  Brick wall edge. Section of Island’s northwest brick edge top, which varies between water level & 6 inches 

above water level, is lower than rest of brick edge top which varies between 1 foot & 18 inches above water level. The 

lower edge section gives easier access to the Island for paddling waterbirds – Swans have nested there (see Sketchmap p.2 

& 17.2.08 photo above). Herons require standing areas at water’s edge (see 12.12 09 photo above) & wading areas in 

shallow water. There are no emergent & marginal plants around the Island edge. 
 

Task 5  To give paddling waterbirds easier access to Island & more opportunities for Swans etc to nest & give herons 

water edge wading areas & standing areas closer to the water & enable establishment of emergent & marginal plants. 

Lower sections of edge wall to 6 inches below water level: remove top 5 layers of bricks, excavate soil to same depth 

sloping back up to Island’s original ground level to create marshy inlet for planting with emergent & marginal plants. 

Proceed experimentally, incrementally e.g. begin with 10 foot section at south of Island.        
 

Note I  Dry soil. Island appears to have unnaturally dry soil, perhaps due to artificial contours causing rain water to run 

off into Lake allowing meagre water retention, which contributes to Island’s lack of ground flora (Note B). 
 

Task 6  To help growth of ground flora. Excavate pond/s to irrigate Island: central pond or circular moat-like pond or 

series of small ponds / scrapes. 
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Work schedule  
 

Schedule excludes Task 1.1 (Waterbirds count takes place every Saturday 10am to 10.30am around the outer Lakeside, not on 

the Island) & Task 2 (Measures include Canada geese eggs management necessarily undertaken within Heron nesting season).  
 

Date outside Heron 

nesting season 

Work  

days 

 

Tasks 

November 2010 to 

January 2011:  
 

27
th

 January 2011 

 

 

1 

 

Commenced Task 1.2  Surveyed trees in east of Island using 5 categories.  

Commenced Task 1.3  Surveyed heronry (see Sketchmap p.2 & Note E).  
 

Commenced Tasks 3.3 & 3.4  Pruned 5 Box / Privets, burnt wood on fire. 
                                                    

Undertaken by Stephen Hamilton & Peter Milner. 

November 2011 to  

January 2012 

 

 

4 or 5 

 

 

Complete Task 1.2  Survey trees in west of Island using 5 categories.  
 

Commence Task 3.1  Ringbark 5 fully-mature Sycamores. 

Commence Task 3.2  Fell & uproot 3 semi-mature & 3 mature Sycamores & weed out   

                                                                                          Sycamore seedlings & saplings. 

Progress Task 3.3  Prune 10 Box / Privets. 

Progress Task 3.4  Create dead-wood habitat piles etc. 

November 2012 to 

January 2013 

 

 

4 or 5 

 

Commence Task 1.4  Extend range of ecological surveying. 
 

Progress Task 3.1  Ensure two-fifths of fully-mature Sycamores ringbarked. 

Progress Task 3.2  Ensure two-fifths of Sycamores (categories 1-4) felled, roots                      

                                                                                                                  grubbed out, etc. 

Progress Task 3.3  Ensure two-fifths of Box / Privets pruned. 

Progress Task 3.4  Create dead-wood habitat piles etc. 
 

Commence Task 4  Lay perhaps Silver Birch at southwest edge into Lake. 

November 2013 to 

January 2014 

 

 

3 or 4 

 

Progress Task 1  Ecological surveying. 
 

Progress Task 3  Ensure three-fifths of woodland thinning carried out. 
 

Progress Task 4  Lay tree/s into Lake if required. 
 

Commence Task 5  Lower 10 foot section of edge wall at south of Island. 

November 2014 to 

January 2015 

 

 

3 or 4 

 

 

Progress Task 1  Ecological surveying. 
 

Progress Task 3  Ensure four-fifths of woodland thinning carried out. 
 

Progress Task 4  Lay tree/s into Lake if required. 
 

Complete Task 5  Lower 10 foot section of edge wall at south of Island. 
 

Commence Task 6  Excavate irrigation pond/s. 

November 2015 to 

January 2016 

 

 

2 or 3 

 

Progress Task 1  Ecological surveying. 
 

Complete Task 3  Woodland thinning. 
 

Progress Task 4  Lay tree/s into Lake if required. 
 

Complete Task 6  Excavate irrigation pond/s. 

November to 

January during 

following years 

 

 

 

1 or 2 

 

Continue Task 1  Ecological surveying. 
 

Continue Task 3.2  Weed out seedlings of Sycamores etc. 

Continue Task 3.3  Prune Box / Privets as required. 

Continue Task 3.4  Create dead-wood habitat piles etc. 
 

Continue Task 4  Lay tree/s into Lake if required. 
 

Continue Task 5  Lower 2
nd

 section of edge wall if 1
st
 section successful outcome. 

 

Continue Task 6  Excavate further ponds if required. 
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